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ABOUT THE BOOK
When a prosperous Chinese-Australian family is found horribly
murdered, Acting Detective Sergeant Cato Kwong must face his past
relationship with the Tan family in a way that makes his role doubly
painful.
There is a suspect, and he is very close to home, but somehow the
obvious questions fail to lead to obvious answers in this
investigation, despite the pressure from DI Sandra Pavlou to find a
neat conclusion. Hutchens, in the hot-seat of a child abuse inquiry,
appears unable to maintain sufficient focus, and Cato’s unease grows
as the investigation unfolds.
Soon Cato is on his way to Shanghai as a lead takes investigating
team to China. Cato has much to discover about himself in the
country of his ancestors. And he and his team have a whole lot to
learn about guanxi – the intricate connections and obligations that
underpin the social, business and criminal structure of China, where
cyber dragons are dangerously real and being found guilty under law
can be lethal.
It begins to seem as if the murder of the Tans might be connected to
the Chinese acquisition of Australian land – and to those who resent
the invasion of the ‘Yellow Peril’.
Meanwhile a stressed-out DI Hutchens, faces trouble outside the
inquiry as well. One of the victims, David Mundine – the abused boy
whose allegations Hutchens dismissed all those years ago – has a
bone to pick with him. It’s not a great recipe for a man with an
increasing reliance on angina spray.
And the unstoppable Lara Sumich – with her hazy moral code when it comes to criminal investigation – has
fallen pregnant; she is facing a job crisis of a kind she would never have dreamed.

ABOUT THE AUTHOR
Alan Carter was born in Sunderland, UK. He immigrated to Australia in 1991 and lives in Fremantle with his
wife Kath and son Liam. He works as a television documentary director. In his spare time he follows a black
line up and down the Fremantle pool. He is the author of two previous Cato Kwong novels, Prime Cut and
Getting Warmer, and is hard at work on the fourth, Heaven Sent.
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INTERVIEW WITH THE AUTHOR
You’ve been with Cato Kwong for three books now. How have you and Cato developed across the series?
I think we’re becoming a bit co-dependent and we tend to argue about the slightest thing. Bad Seed was a
challenge I set myself way back when I first invented Cato. At the time I made him Chinese, and not that in
touch with his culture and identity and unable to speak the language – because, hey presto, it made life a lot
easier for me. But I knew there’d be a day of reckoning when I’d be called upon to do my homework and pay
my dues and actually learn something. Bad Seed and the Shanghai residency gave me the chance to do
exactly that.
Chinese acquisition of Australian land is a hot topic right now. Do you deliberately use the crime genre for
social comment?
The crime genre, particularly the police procedural, is a great way of holding a mirror up to society. The crime
writers I most admire all do this well and that’s why I aspire to do the same. The issue of Chinese acquisition
of land is out there and remains a vexed one, bringing with it inevitable echoes of Yellow Peril racism. So it
was a good vehicle to also explore Australian xenophobia – particularly with a Federal election backdrop –
and for Cato to also explore his place in the world.
Has becoming a crime writer made you see the world differently?
No, I was always a grumpy and twisted old sod.
Do you have an obsession with pigs?
What makes you say that? No, honestly, the fact that Getting Warmer and Bad Seed both start with an epic
pig scene is purely coincidental and the one in Bad Seed is based on a real event. But there is something
grand and Old Testament about pigs.
Did you have fun writing the character of Mrs Hutchens?
Yes, almost as much as I usually do with DI Hutchens. Creating a character who is Mick Hutchens writ large
but with a penchant for hedgehog slice, the Fifty Shades books, and restorative justice, was great fun.
What’s next for Cato?
In Cato 4 – Heaven Sent – Cato is immersed in the harsh reality of a society now divided into so-called lifters
and leaners. And a figure from the recent past returns with vengeance on his mind. On the home front Cato
has a rare taste of domestic bliss. It would be a shame to have to snatch it away from him again.
Do you have any other series ideas on the horizon?
There’s a twinkle in my eye over the possibility of a spin-off series featuring Rory Driscoll – the amoral funloving spook from Bad Seed. The idea of a troubleshooter let loose in the Asia-Pacific and not bound by the
usual rules appeals to me. Watch this space.
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DISCUSSION QUES
STIONS
1. Who or w
what is the ‘bad seed’ tha
at gives this n
novel its title?
?
2. What doe
es the term Yellow
Y
Peril mean?
m
How long has it been
b
in usage
e in Australiaa?
3. Why has Carter chossen to open the book with
h a prologue from Zhou’s perspective ? What relattionship doess
this open
ning scene ha
ave to the ev
vents that un
nfold?
4. What doe
es Cato learn
n about his own
o
heritage on his visit to
t Shanghai?
? What insigght into his ra
acial identity
do we ga
ain as we witn
ness his inte
eractions with
h his family and,
a
in particular, his fathher?
5. Do you fe
eel sympathe
etic towards Mick Hutche
ens? If you have read Carter’s earlier two books, has your
attitude to
owards Hutcchens shifted
d across the tthree?
6. How has Lara Sumich changed across the se
eries? What are
a we to ma
ake of this neew Lara and what
happens to her in the
e course of Bad
B Seed? W
Why do you th
hink the author has choseen this cours
se for his
characterr?
d of a man iss Des O’Neill? Why has C
7. What kind
Carter includ
ded him in the
e plot?
8. In his inte
erview, the author
a
describes Rory as an ‘amoral, fun-loving sp
pook’. Does R
Rory’s ‘likeability’ affect
how mucch we as read
ders tolerate his behavio ur as compa
ared, say, to that of Yu Guuangming?
9. Why do you think the
e author chos
se to include
e the final conversation between Catoo and Tricia Mundine
M
(p.
309)?
10. What elements of soccial and familial dysfunctiion does Carrter explore in this novel vvia his chara
acters the
Mundiness, the Tans, the Soongs and the Harvveys?
11. How doe
es family life in Australia stack up aga
ainst Carer’s portrayal of family life in Shanghai, seen
s
via the
characterr of the Lis and
a the Zhous?
12. In what w
ways are povverty and we
ealth represe
ented in Bad Seed? Whatt is the differeence betwee
en the havess
and the h
have-nots?
13. What conclusions miight it be pos
ssible to draw
w about the author’s
a
take
e on contempporary Austra
alian society,
especiallyy in its attitud
des towards Asia?
14. What kind
ds of social hierarchies
h
does
d
Cato en
ncounter in Shanghai?
S
Ho
ow do these create pointts of
comparisson with Cato
o’s own socie
ety back in A
Australia?
15. How do yyou feel abou
ut Cato’s parrticipation in the entrapment of Tomm
my Li, Xilai Feeng, Peter Tiien and
Phoebe L
Li?
16. What is tthe relationsship between prologue an
nd epilogue? How does the epilogue help ‘bring home’
h
the
book’s th
hemes?
17. What is the role of criime fiction as
s a genre in its portrayal of human be
ehaviour? Whhy do we rea
ad it? Why
do we ne
eed it?
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